Eco-Stain is the industry’s only 100% water-based, environmentally friendly concrete stain for both interior and exterior surfaces. It is made from the highest-grade micronized pigments to ensure the colors in your project are UV-stable and ready for additional coatings or sealers.

- SIMPLIFIED APPLICATION
- DEPENDABLE COLOR OUTCOMES
- SIGNIFICANT TIME SAVINGS
BENEFITS

SIMPLE AND CONSISTENT
By simply adding water to any of Eco-Stain's 31 standard colors, your project can have an endless variety of hues. You can also layer multiple colors together for exclusive color blends.

RELIABLE AND VERSATILE
All of the colors available in Eco-Stain are UV-stable and consistently perform regardless of the lime content in your project's cement.

COST AND TIME SAVINGS
Compared to acid-based stains and dyes, Eco-Stain has zero VOC and does not require the extra step of neutralizing with ammonia. This saves you time and money on the job by allowing you to stain and seal your project the same day.

TOP COLOR CHOICES
Eco-Stain is available in 31 standard colors. Please view all color options online at: https://www.surecretedesign.com/

BEECHNUT
BURNT CRIMSON
DOMINO

ESPRESSO
KAYAK
NAVY BLUE

PEWTER
TITANIUM GRAY
WALNUT

Four-ounce bottles are available for fast and consistent project suitability samples.

AVAILABLE AT